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ABSTRACT

Trust Management systems are trust infrastructures that sup-
port authorization for security-critical actions in decentral-
ized environments. In this paper we describe an extension
suitable for multi-domain applications in variable-threat en-
vironments that allows for temporary adjustments of trust
levels in response to elevated threat levels, and which can be
reversed without compromising actions that took place dur-
ing such periods—we term this, rollback-access. We argue
that a rollback-access capability is an essential feature for
security-critical applications, and propose a working proto-
type for an agent based implementation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In support of implementing Coalition Information Sharing
(CIS) capabilities, the need exists to establish trust among
members of the network. These trust relationships may be ad
hoc and dependent on validation of identity of one member
by others within a trust community. To meet this need re-
quires the U.S. to establish trust relationships with coalition
partners.

The paper will investigate how a new capability, that we
term rollback-access (RA), can manage trust for increased or
decreased functionality across the Global Information Grid in
support of multinational information sharing in a net-centric
environment. The goal is to establish dynamic and flexible
trust establishment mechanisms for complex coalition envi-
ronments.

The approach is a fundamental change in the nature of
trust. In most existing trust systems, trust is binary and
static; an entity is either trusted or untrusted. Multi-level
trust systems extend the binary model, but reflect a simple
extension of a two valued trust system to a discrete sized,
static trust value set, providing only minor additional func-
tionality. Moreover, they retain all the limitations of static,
two-valued trust systems, such as the difficulty of dealing ef-
fectively with conflicting trust information. Coalition trust

environments have inherent complexities that cannot be ac-
curately captured in fixed value trust systems.

A mobile code-based trust management system based
on a variable trust valued model more nearly reflects the
myriad of subtleties that characterize modern coalitions and
consortiums (e.g., trust, mistrust, malicious hosts, insider
attacks, passive adversaries, sleeper cells, etc.) This paper
will present an approach to develop a working prototype of
a dynamic trust system with RA functionality for distributed
systems that support mobile code and several operational
scenarios and demonstration environments that highlight the
selected trust system features.

Background. There is extensive work in the literature on
modeling access control and trust management (TM) sys-
tems. Access control can be discretionary, mandatory or role-
based [3, 4, 13, 20]. Early work on TM systems involved
analyzing their structures (e.g., [15, 1, 16]), while later work
focused on decentralized trust management [6, 7], and on de-
signing flexible systems appropriate for open network appli-
cations (e.g., [21, 2]). Recently several papers address im-
plementation issues (e.g., [12, 14, 19, 8]).

TM systems such as KeyNote [5] and SPKI/SDSI [11, 10]
use credentials to delegate permissions. Role-based TM’s
such as RT [18, 17] combine the flexibility of role-based
access control (RBAC) with the strength of TM.

Our contribution. In today’s environment of asymmetric
warfare and homeland security, the formation of coalition
partnerships among governmental and non-governmental or-
ganizations within United States as well as U.S. collabora-
tion with international partners is essential. The premise of
such information sharing is the need-to-share security criti-
cal information among ad hoc domains. This sharing is based
on trust policies that determine the internal or external trust
value sets which enable the two sides to establish trust so they
can interact with each other.

The trust relations among the ad hoc coalition partners
introduce additional security uncertainty based on changing
external and internal threat levels. Since the coalition
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networks may contain multiple domains the ability to
share information across these domains is paramount. The
information trustworthiness will depend on the security
implementations within each domain. The dynamic trust
model is planned to be able to adjudicate between these
varying domains and broker the appropriate access based
on the perceived and calculated threat levels. Therefore,
a dynamic trust model based on a static set of criteria is
less applicable and prone to security vulnerability. We
present a dynamic trust model, i.e., temporary adjustment
or denial of information with rollback access capability not
based on a pre-defined static role-based access control or
attribute-based access control mechanisms, but adding to
these types of access control the parameter of threat levels
and location (for an illustration see Fig. 2).

2. SCENARIOS

To motivate our methodology and the rollback-access
functionality we consider two scenarios. The first scenario
stresses the need for a dynamic, open-door functionality,
while the second underlines the intricacies of managing
rollback-access.

2.1. Scenario A

The U.S. President through the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) and the Office of the Director of National
Intelligence (DNI) has established a policy where countert-
errorism information is to be shared to the greatest extent
possible. The point of the policy is to ensure all participants
in the national counterterrorism effort are provided the most
accurate and current information available.
Operational environment. Key to the implementation of this
policy is the reality that establishing a single network that
all the responsible agencies within federal, state, local and
tribal organizations is too expensive and will take too long.
Therefore the implementation guidance stresses the need
for all data/information producers and owners to instantiate
“open door” capabilities to their networks and data stores.
The policy does not call for wholesale exposure of data and
information, but for open visibility of data and information
to those needing the information to execute their day-to-day
mission.
Trust Model. The intelligence community is ready to em-
brace this policy. It is, however, looking for reassurance that
each agency ensures that the information within that agency
is authorized to be received by those who have been granted
need-to-share based on established credentials. If the DHS
and DNI are able to determine that a receiver of information

is not providing the appropriate protection and/or changes
in credentials to effect need-to-share privileges, then that
federal, state, local or tribal entity’s access will be reduced to
the minimum allowed. Once the entity has reestablished the
appropriate protections, then their trust can be incrementally
increased until they return to full open access (rollback).
The monitoring of this trust must be dynamic and able to re-
spond to the changing needs of large and small organizations.

2.2. Scenario B

A coalition of 12 national militaries (e.g., U.S., Ger-
many, Belgium, France, U.K. etc), governmental agencies
(e.g., DOS, DOE, CIA) and non-governmental organiza-
tions (NGOs) (e.g., Médecins Sans Frontières, American Red
Cross, UNICEF, Red Crescent) are involved in a stabiliza-
tion and humanitarian relief effort in Orange Land, a sub-
Sahara nation, in the mist of inter-tribal conflict and a three
year drought. The Orange Land government is generally pro-
west, but there are at least two factions within the government
that have ties to terrorist organizations through their rhetoric
and tribal affiliations.
Operational environment. A tactical wide area network was
established to support the coordination and cooperation in all
facets of the operations. As such, each national military and
governmental agency as well as the NGOs is on the network
with common access based on attributes associated with the
group. The military consistently presents information on in-
surgent locations and dangerous areas (e.g., improvised ex-
plosive device (IED) locations) to allow non-military group
use of the information for safety and planning. Addition-
ally, the military provides time-lines for general operations
that will go force-on-force with insurgents to ensure the non-
military efforts are not caught up in these operations, which
could result in civilian casualties.

Key to the level of information sharing provided is the
trust established between the organizations that information
would be available to each group but groups would not
share between themselves the information. Thus each
organization has its own ‘information compartment’ which
prevents cross-talk, but allows for coordinated approaches to
resolving issues. Over the last months this trust relationship
has allowed the military to successfully eliminate a number
of insurgent strongholds and clearly map the IEDs planted.
Most of the IEDs were destroyed, but some are still in areas
too ‘hot’ to get into, but the military is planning operations
to solve that.
A trust problem. It has become apparent to the military
organization that the information being posted about up-
coming efforts is being leaked to insurgents. The last three
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operations have the military arriving within minutes of the
insurgents departing and often to find a number of IEDs
and other traps established. The military is considering
removing all non-military organizations from the network,
but sees that as too extreme an action which could lead to
unnecessary endangerment of humanitarian efforts.
Rollback-access capability. The decision is to reduce the
trust management level for the Orange Land government as
well as for those NGOs that are overtly sympathetic to the
insurgents. The expectations are that each organization is
remaining in its ‘information compartment’ and thus will
not notice that the granularity, frequency or fidelity of the
information provided has changed. As the trust of organiza-
tions is rebuilt, the military will allow greater information
flow into the appropriate organizational compartments while
further reducing that of less trustworthy organizations.
Information compartments. A major challenge is how to
deal with information in organizational compartments.
Ideally, information in a compartment should be redacted
in a controlled way, to allow for granularity. However it
is important that there is separation between the different
instantiations of information compartments: e.g., it should
not be possible to write to earlier instantiations unless/until
the trust level justifies this.

3. OUR APPROACH

3.1. Vanilla-rollback-access: a state of suspension

Our approach is based on, and extends [9], which de-
scribes a human-centric TM model with vanilla-rollback-
access (VRA). In [9], trust is supported by peer communi-
ties and exploits the effectiveness that humans have in under-
standing their roles in their communities. This model recog-
nizes that authentication is scalar rather than Boolean.

If a user, say Alice, has forgotten her password or pin,
the network system will still allow her access to some
basic services—vanilla access, for short periods. The
system contacts her peer-community and if sufficient trust
is mustered then Alice will get full access. An important
enabling feature of VRA is that if vanilla-Alice logs out
before successful authentication is accomplished, the session
manifestation can be maintained in a suspended state, neither
committed nor discarded. If the questionable session is later
authenticated, all manifestations can be triggered and the
system state updated as though the actions were taken at
the time they were initiated by vanilla-Alice. Conversely,
if an impersonation attempt is recognized, vanilla-rollback
(restore mode) can revert the system to its original state,

essentially rolling back all changes that vanilla-Alice per-
formed. VRA is effectively a human-centric escrow recovery
mechanism.
Should we trust Alice? Alice is highly reliable: her contri-
bution is pivotal to the operation of our system. But she is
known to be on occasion careless. Should we trust her?

In many security-critical applications we may have to
work in such environments. We therefore seek a flexible
trust infrastructure with a rollback-access functionality that
is not necessarily triggered by a forgetful Alice,1 but by
security alerts, or more generally, intelligence—usually of a
temporal and/or locational nature.

3.2. Our model

We build our model on a trust management system that pro-
vides adequate flexibility: e.g., a TM based on credentials
such as KeyNote [5] and SPKI/SDSI [10], or roles such as
RT [18]. For our purpose it is sufficient that the trust will
support our additional functionality.

TM systems provide a unified approach in specifying and
interpreting security policies, credentials and relationships.
Their functionality is to authorize actions of entities (indi-
viduals or processes). We denote by TMauth the authoriza-
tion functionality specified by the TM system and say that
TMauth realizes TM.

In our model, the functionality TMauth is restricted by
the threat level (or more generally, intelligence) that applies
when it is invoked. If θ is the threat level, the restricted func-
tionality is denoted by TMauth

θ . Threat levels can be local
or global, and may be linear or non-linear. The DHS uses a
threat model with four threat levels which is a global, linearly
ordered set. In general, threat level systems are modeled by
partially ordered sets (Θ,�).

We denote the set of trust management systems that Θ
induces on TM by,

TMΘ = {TMθ}θ∈Θ,

and call it, a multi-domain trust management system with
rollback access (R-TM). TMΘ is realized by the function-
alities: TMauth

Θ = {TMauth
θ }θ∈Θ.

There is a natural dominance relation “�auth” in TMauth
Θ ,

for which: TMauth
θ1

�auth TMauth
θ2

, if every action that is
authorized by TMauth

θ2
is also authorized by TMauth

θ1
. In our

model we link the threat level order to the TM dominance by
requiring that these be inversely related:

θ1 �th θ2 ⇒ TMauth
θ2 �auth TMauth

θ1 . (1)

Consequently by lowering the threat level, authorization is
extended until eventually it is fully restored. Conversely by

1Although such a functionality can be useful in our threat model.
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raising the threat level, authorization is restricted until even-
tually it is reduced to vanilla.

3.3. Rollback-access

Assign to each access action α an access threshold threat
value θ(α): θ(α) is the highest threat level at which the ac-
tion α is authorized, independently of the authorization of the
underlying TM system.

When the threat level θ is raised to θ+, rollback-access
(RA) is triggered and the functionality TMauth

θ+ is invoked:
actions that are executed while the threat level is raised, and
which are not authorized by the new functionality, get sus-
pended (rollback: withdrawal mode) and a record of their
partially executed state is temporarily stored (for later re-
trieval). What characterizes RA is that: (i) it is suspended,
(ii) transitory, (iii) segregated, and (iv) can rollback (restore
mode) an authorization to a lower threat level.

To capture this we introduce the concept of an informa-
tion compartment (IC). ICs are defined for threat levels θ,
and are denoted by ICθ. ICθ is a (logical) memory block
in which are stored records of partially executed actions that
get unauthorized when the threat level is raised to the next
level above θ. In particular, when the execution of an action
α is suspended because the threat level is raised from θ to θ+,
then a record of its suspended state is stored in ICθ(α). Note
that in general several actions may be suspended when the
threat level is raised, so several ‘intermediary’ ICθ(α) may
be involved, with θ+ �th θ(α) �th θ.

If the threat level is later lowered to θ, then the TM system
will rollback (restore mode) all those records of suspended
executions of access actions α in ICθ(α) that get authorized
by the new functionality. We describe these two actions in
more detail below.

Initially ICθ ← ∅ for all θ ∈ Θ.

Rollback of ICθ: θ is raised to θ+

1. Put in ICθ(α) a record of every suspended access action
α. Note that there may be several actions that get
suspended, so this may involve several information
compartments ICθ(α): θ+ �th θ(α) �th θ.

2. Invoke the functionality TMauth
θ+ .

3. Every object β produced while the threat level is θ+

is assigned the threat value θ+ (in addition to the
classification of the underlying TM system).

Rollback of ICθ: θ is lowered to θ−

1. All the records in the information compartment ICθ∗ :
θ �th θ∗ �th θ−, that are authorized by the new

functionality TMauth
θ− get restored: they get labeled as

objects with threat value θ∗, and removed from ICθ∗ .

2. Invoke the functionality TMauth
θ− .

3. Every object β produced while the threat level is θ−

is assigned the threat value θ− (in addition to the
classification of the underlying TM system).

3.4. Architecture

Sensor 

Agent

Operation
al Intel

Client Acti
vity

Threat Lev
el

Etc.

ACLs

Security 

Manager

Resource
 

Owner

Resource
 

Resource 

Custodian

Resource

Consumer

Recovery 

Agent

Credential

Figure 1: An architecture for an agent based TM with
rollback-access functionality.

The architecture of an agent based TM with rollback-
access functionality consists of:

• A Security Manager

• A Sensor Agent and a Recovery Agent,

• Environmental inputs (e.g., threat level, client activities,
operational intelligence, etc.)

• A Resource Custodian

• Access Control Lists (ACLs)

• Resource Owners, Resources, and Resource Con-
sumers.

Existing trust systems use the two dimensions of credentials
and access requirements whereas TM with rollback access
brings in the third dimension of threat as a parameter.

While our model can reflect many different sensor notions,
in this paper, the Sensor Agent is represented by the four
DHS threat levels. Based on the environmental conditions,
the Sensor provides input to the ACL system in terms of the
DHS threat level. The Security Manager coordinates with
the resource owners to properly represent desired resource
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security properties in terms of entity credentials and in the
ACL system. The Resource Custodian makes access deci-
sions based on the credentials presented, the ACL system,
and the threat level. The Resource Custodian provides the
resource or access to the resource to the client.

Operationally, the sensor-based TM executes similarly to
the traditional Bell-LaPadula model. When DHS elevates
the threat level due to unauthorized activities or other envi-
ronmental conditions, the Sensor Agent modifies the corre-
sponding ACLs according to the new restrictions that come
into play for each of the resources and the resource con-
sumers. The Resource Custodian then starts to rollback
(withdraw mode) access from those resource consumers that
do not have the authority to work with resources previously
open to them. This rollback of access may include docu-
ments and data objects that the resource consumer was an
author of and as such they are not able to modify and pos-
sibly even read the object at this heightened threat level. In
those instances where operations must continue a new time
stamped version of the data object may be established which
allows modification within the new threat environment.

During this time of heightened threat level, the Recovery
Agent is assessing the status established by the Sensor Agent
to determine whether conditions have changed such that
resource consumers can have their access rollback to its
original openness. As the environment returns to “normal
operations” the threat level decreases and the Sensor Agent
returns to the resource consumer (rollback, restore mode)
the visibility and modification rights previously enjoyed.
Additionally, the Recovery Agent will assess whether the
information introduced on the new time stamped version of
the data object is valid and acceptable to be consumed by the
earlier data object. Thus work done during the heightened
threat environment is preserved but also adjudicated prior to
wholesale acceptance as valid.

4. A WORKING PROTOTYPE

The prototype uses a TM system with the DHS threat level
set Θ = {Green(G),Blue(B),Orange(O),Red(R)}, with
R � O � B � G (where � indicates “greater than”). We
only discuss the additional RA functionality.

4.1. Rollback-access
Assign to each object α an access threat value θ(α), that
reflects its vulnerability to external/internal threats.

1. If an object β is produced as a result of action α
(e.g., the access mode is w (write), a (append), or e
(execute)), then β is assigned the threat value of α, and
the classification θ(α).

2. If the threat level θ rises above θ(α) while α is executed
this action is suspended: an object suspend(α) is
generated and assigned the threat value θ(α), and the
classification of α.

3. If (later) the threat level θ drops below θ(α), then
access to suspend(α) is restored, and its execution can
be completed, provided this is authorized by TM. (e.g.,
by its owner, or anybody assigned access by the owner).

4.2. Compatibility

We require that the threat values and the classification
levels of objects be inversely related. That is, the higher
(lower) the threat value of an object β, the lower (higher)
the classification level of β. The justification for this is
that the RA capability is intended to support the security
of the underlying trusted information system (which is
based on controlling information flows—the simple security
property [3]).

4.3. Example

Suppose that the threat level is θ = B, that the threat value
for action α is θ(α) = B and that Alice has authorized TM
access to α. Then Alice has R-TM access to α.

If the threat level is (later) raised to θ = O while α is ex-
ecuted, then this action is suspended: an object suspend(α)
is generated with threat value O and classification level that
of α, which defines the state of the partially executed action.
Now Alice cannot access α, nor its partly executed state (for
example, if she was writing a report regarding insurgent ac-
tivities in Orange Land this report is suspended), even if the
TM functionality allows α: the threat level O overrules this.

For Bob, α is not TM-authorized (he doesn’t have
discretionary access). He cannot access α even if the threat
level θ is G.

4.4. Threat access control

There are three levels at which an access action α has to be
authorized:

• the discretionary level,

• the mandatory level, and

• the threat level.

The first two define the functionality of the TM system.
The last defines the extended functionality proposed in this
paper. Threat access control is temporal and locational,
and determined by the relation between the threat level θ
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at the time and place2 of the action α and the threshold
value θ(α). We refer to this authorization as threat-level
(tl)-authorization. We have:

Simple threat-level (stl) property:

• If θ(α) � θ, then the action α is tl-authorized and the
suspended state of any incomplete α-instantiation is
tl-restored.3

• If θ � θ(α), then the action α is not tl-authorized, and
any incomplete α-instantiations that are not already
tl-suspended, will get suspended and assigned the
threat threshold value θ(α) (and possibly a suspend
bit 4).

The stl-property is a counterpart of the ss-security (sim-
ple security) property of the Bell-LaPadula model [3]. In
our case it is used to protect objects in variable-threat envi-
ronments. As in [3] it will protect objects (information con-
tainers) rather than contents (the information itself). In Bell-
LaPadula a *-property is used to protect information flows.
Our model assumes a secure TM infrastructure, and in partic-
ular the Bell-LaPadula security requirements: consequently
it inherits this level of security.

The easiest way to show this is through an illustration. We
use the threat level model in Fig. 2. Suppose that an entity in
U.S. has write R-TM access to an object α that was generated
by an entity in Orange Land in which a sudden change of the
threat level there prevents its completion. Suppose that the
task is completed in U.S. and let β be the resulting object.
Then by the TM-functionality requirements, α, β have the
same classification, and by our requirements in Section 4.1,
they have the same threat value θ(α) = θ(β). This prevents
“illegal” information flows.

5. The way ahead

There are several areas in which research on TM systems
with rollback access shows promise. Below we highlight
three such areas:

1. The structure of the threat level system. In this paper
we have focused on a global, linear structure. Local
structures that address issues such as, the threat level in
Orange Land is different from that in U.S., capture more
fully the scenarios described in the Introduction—see

2This refers to the topology of the network, and is not necessarily geo-
graphical.

3Full authorization/restoration requires that the TM access require-
ments are also satisfied.

4This is for an additional functionality: when a suspended object is
later restored, all entities that get access to it will be notified.

Fig. 2. Observe that if an action is suspended in Orange
Land because of a sudden increase in the threat level
there, it may be possible to complete it in U.S. where
the threat level may be lower.

R

O

R’

U.S. Orange Land

G

B

G’

Figure 2: A basic threat level structure for Scenario B: when
the threat level in Orange Land is raised, access is reduced
to minimal, while in the U.S. raising it from G to B is less
restrictive.

2. The impact of threat dominance on the functionality of
TM systems. We have not discussed how this works,
other than require that it is inversely proportional to
the classification levels: in particular that an increased
threat level will not support additional functionality
(Section 3.2, end). In general an elevated threat level
should affect differently the commander in chief from a
field worker. So the relation between threat levels and
classification levels need not be smooth. For example,
we may use a threat model for which the threat level
for the commander in chief is always low (G). Al-
ternatively we may link threat values to clearance levels.

3. Extending the trust model to allow for a human-centric
functionality. By the nature of the effort being ex-
ploratory, we anticipate demonstrating the feasibility
of the approach through developing a prototype and
initiating a set of indicators of dynamic threat levels.
Through the process of development the threat indi-
cators will be formalized and attributed with greater
granularity.

6. Conclusion

Access control and trust management are the basic com-
ponents of a trusted information system. In this paper we
propose a new access control mechanism that supports a
more flexible approach to trust management. This mecha-
nism is triggered by threat levels: when the threat level is
raised beyond a certain threshold, processes, or partially
completed processes, may be suspended. Later, when the
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threat subsides, these are restored thus providing a rollback
access functionality.
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